
A SCHOOL TEACHER’S POINT OF VIEW. mentioned above. If~ * - - -z::“ œa
youthful days were fortunate heirs to conditions with others appeared at school in a change of clothes 

, fraught with refining influences, we-should find this in les8 than an hour. In many districts the local
lfh education of the people is not only a work P°mt particularly emphasised in the analysis 0f '608siPa would find material in such an episode suffi 
ol art, but it is the greatest work of art in those forces that had so much to do in making them cient to satisfy the desires of an epic poet but here 
the world, since on it the development of what they were: and if in connection with this we lhe Question of tardiness alone was considered 

other k.nds of art depends. Education should there- enquired how far our system of education goee to- worthy of notice. The brothers of this girl think 
e have -n it a centre of vision—a particular fea- wards bringing about a similar result in the or- 88 Uttle of diving twenty feet under wate/ as they 

ure or x hich all minds could be concentrated, such dinary citizen we could answer truly that its effects woald of eating breakfast: no wonder the perform 
as an attempt to develop the best average type of on humanity in general are bound to be meagre in ers of rach Pischine exploits are distinguished bv 
citizen, meaning by the best average type of citizen proportion, in the first place, to the indifference to the name of “Finns.” 1
one who, by reason of his knowledge of his rela- the law of economic determinism that is character- Another rnnntrv „■ i u „
tionship to society and to the world at large gleaned istic of historical textbooks, and secondly in proper water succeeded ° 18 in the
from the view-point of economic determinism ought tion to the inequality of opportunity to take advan the Art n ,d m wmning one of the first prizes m 
«o be able (with others of his class similarly endow- tage of the higher imtiLTons oH arninl thaï I last Ti n °f ^ VanC0uver Exhibit,on of 
-d, regulate the policies hi, repceot.tir,, i„ aeteri,,, ,h, LdZ^The ^f '"Y"" 

parliament so that they might, compatibly with the ciety, an inequality that may not be noticed bv manv tions of ser o- by excellent produc-
development that automatically takes place in in- people, but that becomes obvious on analysing the songs that literalîÿ'-Îro ht j318”0 T*0,! ” ^ 
dustry and machinery, bring about the best condi- effect of environment on the great maioritv of the theft.ll met h i h°nSe “
tions, 6rst for the continued instead of the intermit- youth of Canada today. ' 7 metaphoncal meaning of that

tent operation of the world’s machinery, and 
ondly for the setting free, in the interests of human
ity, the most tremendous

a
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term, and in
spired many of tlje audience (amongst whom were

whole, since, in looking strangers from boats ih the bay); to declare in quite 
for opportunities to improve our condition, we have 8 8P°ntaneous manner that: they had ‘‘often seen 
lived in the East, Centre and West of this great Do- Worse on 1116 stage.”
mimon. moreover the complaints appearing in the The great majority are as intellectual and cap- 
interprovmcial press, from time to time, would lead able at the end of the common school course as any 
one o imagine that the evils which we shall presently other children of the same standing anywhere. They 

uss m connection with British Columbia have a are equally fitted to advance along the higher paths 
hôw ’ . J" m,ternati0nal vo^e- *5 shall of learning. We know of one school of forty pupils
alvsiTto condv Dg.of environment confine our an- and eight classes, than which none contains a great- 
but to unTrtt T•? thevroymCe JU8t mentioned: er proportional supply 0f splendid brain-power, but 
,f Le sonlt t ,mPOrt W0Uld ^ ^ t0 relate-like the unused water-power that

♦ - o examine its effect without knowing might be had from the Falls of Niagara it must ro
Wth8-1^0 6 8Tlbi!eCt aCted nPon : and the sub- to waste from lack of opportunity. One might eay

71- °yS- 8nd SnrlS’ 8 enrsory introduction to that we have universities and high schools open to 
em at this point will no doubt be excusable. They all, yet shutting them off from public use, i. an in- 

. as we all know, the children of loggers and pro- visible closed door, like the glass that allows the 
essional fishermen who follow farming as an avo- % to see the outside world, but incidentally de- 
a mn. an w o are in no way fundamentally in- stroys any chance he might have of finding hi 
prior pi er physicallv or mentally to those of any through the window.

other class of society in the land. No small percent- . The key to that door, apart from the possession 
of these exeel ,n various kinds of achievement : of wealth, is the desire to open it, and probably most 

is oniv a little while ago since several members people will admit that that desire is born of envir
on their way to school in a boat, got onment. If they claim it irthe result of heredity, 
deep water, when even the youngest reply that heredity itself is the result 6f envir- 5

sec- We mention Canada
1as a

power on earth, 
strong minds, the cunning hands and cultured 
brains, referred to by Whittier, the very thought 
of which implies potential ability in productive ef
fort in science, art, literature, discovery and in
vention, to which our present attempts in that line 
are but as a drop in the ocean—that potential abil
ity, the dormancy of which was so eloquently mourn
ed by Gray in his ‘‘Elegy in a Country Churchyard. ” 

It is the liberation of these forces that 
tienlarly refer to in the use of the term 
tion”; but we might add that the setting of them 
free, lies not so much in the lack of ability to ap
preciate life on a higher plane as many people sup
pose, bnt rather the woeful lack (amongst the poor- 
ei classes) of those cultural influences that 
greater or less extent pervade the environing at
mosphere of more fortunate people, and that ferm 
the very quintessence of those factors that go to 
create a taste for intellectual self-development, such 
as would inspire men with ambition, to seek 
as possible that materialisation of the conditions
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mPage Two.
WESTERN CLARION[k,-

•Càt»
AN ECONOMIC SURVEY. English kgriculture, and Malthusianism; which! 

it has already abandoned the struggle for the 
(Continued from page one) winning back of England’s old position in the world

er country into a unified economic territory by mean#- market, 
of preferential tariffs. The carrying out of this idea Thus we see a complete chaos in England’s econ- 
v.-ould have led to the high duty upon food imported omic policy and, as a probable consequence, a fur- 
mto England, because only in this way would it have ther independence of the English colonies 
been possible to grant the colonies

that French heavy industry wishes to attain its mar
ket by a long and systematic restriction of the export 
from the Ruhr, that is, by an externally enforced, 
limitation of production of the industry of the Ruhr. 
Instead of finding consumers for the increased pro-i 
ductive powers by the extension of the capitalist 
markets, it is sought to throttle competition by pol4 
itical measures and to restore the balance by reduc
tion of production. Thus we see the scarcely con-i 
sealed effort of the French capitalists to sabotage 
still further the production of the Ruhr, to keep it 
within bounds which correspond with French ‘‘na-t 
tion* interests. ”

3f means !
j

%
from the

preference mother country, which is the very opposite develop, 
that which is desired by the English imper-

a
worth considering, 
broke down upon the resistance of the British

The realization of this plan ment to 
islists. rcon

sumers who, at the elections, rejected the moderate 
tariffs which had been decided upon at the Empire 
conference upon some articles, and thereby rejected ^ ranee finds herself in a similar situation to Eng- 
the whole conception of a self-contained British Em- *and- with the difference that her agrarian basis is

extended and healthier, but on the other hand 
The second group, which is chiefly represented the posltl011 of 1116 8tate finances is incomparably 

by the large English industry, wishes to restore the " 0,^e' occupation of the Ruhr territory has
brought little alteration in the fundamental

L’ mFrance and the Reparations Queetion.
■53

’
The occupation of the Ruhr has ended in this 

way with a temporary political victory but not with 
an economic strengthening of France. The rapid 
depreciation of the French franc in the past few 
weeks is proof enough for that. This depreciation 
fs still proceeding. If, however, confidence is 
shaken, the depreciation can easily reach the 
dimensions as in Germany. The continually sharp: 
ening antagonism betwen France and England will 
also render futile the conferences of experts which 
began early in 1924. France, who is being badly 
hit by the depreciation of the franc, will still en
deavour to make good the loss at the expense of 
Germany. With the disappearance of the hope# of 
an international loan, the stabilization of the mark 
will also fall to the ground. The chaos in Europe 
will become still greater and will drift with all 
speed towards

rpire. more
■ I,

competitive power of English industry in the world 
market by means of a policy of inflation. As a mat
ter of fact, a not insignificant depreciation of the I,0ssessi0n of the Ruhr assures the French heavy in, 
pound has actually taken place in the last few ,iustry the necessary supply of coal and coke, but

the other hand the question arises 
France will find the market for the full production 
of the French and Ruhr heavy industry. The natur-l 
al market for the Ruhr industry is unoccupied Ger
many. France cannot therefore cut off the Ruhr in
dustrially from Germany, as in that case French, 
heavy industry would be destroyed by the competi-i 
tion of the Ruhr. All the fine plans for the partici
pation of French capital in Germany will, in the 
event of their being carried out, not alter the com-' 
mon problem of English, French, and German heavy1, 
industry, i.e., the lack of markets.

ques
tions of French economics. On the one hand the > -

£once>
sameOTT

O Imonths.
A third group represented by the commercial in

terests and the Labor Party, holds that it is still pos
sible to ensure tho food supply of England by the 
export of industrial articles, if peaceful economic 
conditions once more reign in Europe itself, 
the restoration of a normal capitalism is possible, 
has so far only be>en announced in quite general 
phrases.

A fourth group has finally accepted the 
quenees of the derangement of the world capitalist 
system and advocates emigration, development of

as to where
1

How

!
solution through The pros

pects of the restoration of “normal” capitalism in 
Europe in the year 1924 are of the remotest.

war.conse-
i It is specially 

characteristic for the present decay of Capitalism1
—“Inprecorr.”
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